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1.1

Digital Change as a Driver to Improve Customer Relationships

Today's companies are strongly challenged by the digital change and the high dynamics in the market
environment. Due to changing social and technological conditions, it is necessary not only to
continuously review and adapt services and the associated value-added processes, but also to
completely rethink them if necessary. Changes no longer result from periodic strategy formulation,
planning and implementation, but take place almost detached from the timing. Companies must
therefore demonstrate ever greater agility if they want to meet the requirements of fast-moving
markets.
In practice, this agility requires the organization to have an extended overview and orientation.
Managers need to react more consciously and at shorter notice. This is closely linked to consistent
customer orientation and an appropriate corporate structure. In general, this is not new. Successful
entrepreneurship has always been based on the art of developing customer relationships, recognizing
needs and aligning existing performance processes accordingly. CRM initiatives are therefore usually
based on three core questions:
-

-

Which market segments should and will be in the focus of my company in the future?
Who are the customers in these segments and how can added value be generated for these
customer groups that differentiates my company from the range of services offered by my
competitors?
How can I as a company ensure the efficiency and profitability of the service provision by
flexibility, innovative strength and by optimizing the supply chain and the associated process and
organizational structure?

What is new, however, is that the type and number of interaction and toughpoints with the customer
have significantly increased. Technological progress, through innovative Omnichannel approaches,
enables integrated and individual customer experiences. The traditional supply chain is complemented
by a high-performance digital information supply chain, which links customers and companies ever
more closely, but also more transparently, and transports customer needs into the company almost in
real time for immediate implementation.
The resulting intensification of customer interaction leads to an increased overlapping of external
customer perspective and internal company perspective. The consequence: An isolated
implementation of customer-oriented functionality without consideration and adaptation of the
necessary internal structures and processes is no longer possible. The effect is also retroactive,
because existing implementation errors become uncompromisingly visible in this environment.
In a description of the success factors of CRM initiatives, various "implementation traps" can be listed not conclusively - which lead to a failure in the introduction of CRM measures:
-

-

Transparency trap: This means a lack of transparency and measurability at the interaction points
and in the linked process chains.
Strategy trap: This means a missing or unadapted corporate strategy that is not in line with actual
customer services.
Technology trap: This means that CRM software or technology is implemented without the
underlying processes being adapted.
Implementation trap: This means that measures are implemented without sufficient customer
knowledge, without coordination of the planned added value and without consideration of data
quality.
Time-to-market trap: This means that it takes too long to deliver the right benefits to customers.
Acceptance trap: This means introducing new processes and new functions without ensuring that
added value can be felt by all those affected on the customer or company side.

Companies should therefore increasingly deal with customer and business-related optimization.
Existing services, traditional interaction channels, processes, functions and roles must be challenged
as well as existing system solutions. This applies to all CRM initiatives, whether it is investing in
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technology and software, implementing new campaigns to increase marketing efficiency or providing
new touchpoints along the customer journey. It is always necessary to take different perspectives on
customers, markets and companies, to visualize relationships and to develop a common
understanding for the necessity of improvement measures.
Although this comprehensive approach is necessary in order to implement sustainable improvements,
many companies are still overburdened with the task of implementing them and tend to prefer
straightforward quick solutions. Without an underlying overall understanding of the dependencies,
however, many of these implementations are doomed to failure.
Based on a large number of implemented projects, foryouandyourcustomers has recognized the need
for support and has developed the "Exploded View" model. The model has been used in recent years
by numerous companies across industries, both in the B2B and B2C environment. The approach has
been continuously refined and has proven itself in practice.

1.2

The Exploded View Model

The Exploded View is comparable to an architect's drawing. It reflects the company, the market and
the associated customers on a total of six different levels:
-

Customer Layer: The Customer Layer is the top level of the model and contains the target groups
of a company. It includes customers, potential customers, prospects and business partners who
can receive some form of service from the company. At this level there are individuals (B2C) and/
or companies with the persons acting in them (B2B) .

-

Experience Layer : The Experience Layer represents the sum of all channels and thus the tangible
"surface" of the company. Some channels can be controlled by the company because it owns
them (owned channels) , others are indirect (paid, earned channels) or cannot be influenced at all
(rival and all other channels) . The interaction of the channels within the framework of customer
interaction forms the customer journey and enables the customer experience, i.e. the range of
customer experiences that are relevant for buying decisions.Organization Layer : The organization
layer contains all employees of a company, the corresponding organizational structure as well as
roles and functions. It is therefore responsible for the characteristics and quality of customer
interactions in the company-specific channels of the Experience Layer. Company services are
transported to the experience level via the organization layer.

-

Performance Layer : The performance layer contains all services and the associated customer
processes of a company. It forms the basis for covering all existing and future customer needs.
Clever structuring of services and processes enables freedom from redundancy, automation and
thus an efficient company

-

Asset Layer : The asset layer consists of all assets in the company, such as IT systems, real estate

-

(e.g. sales areas) , warehousing, logistics, production, but also IP/know-how, infrastructure, capital,
etc.
In the context of digitization, existing and planned IT systems play a key role. The provision of
services, cooperation within the company or the creation of shopping experiences for customers
are hardly possible today without systems.

Data Layer : The data layer contains the sum of all data and information structures of a company.
The data is the basis of every company. To be able to use data, the data must be understood, that
is, processed for information purposes. Therefore it is necessary to evaluate, connect and put the
data into a meaningful context..
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Abb.01 Simplified representation of the Exploded View (company perspective) .
Working with the six levels of the Exploded View provides all participants with an understandable
overview of the company and simplifies collaboration. The levels can be grouped and applied into
different perspectives. Each perspective allows a different view of elements and mechanisms of
digitization.
In the concept, foryouandyourcustomers mainly differentiates four perspectives1:
-

The customer perspective to understand the customer and his experience.
The market perspective, in order to understand the interaction between customers and
competitors within the information- and decision-making processes.
The company perspective, in order to develop the processes and to localize necessary
adjustments in the own company.
The employee perspective, in order to establish a smoothly functioning, cooperative and
customer-oriented organization.

By taking the respective perspective, the viewer gets a more complete and integrated impression of
customers, the market, the company and its internal service providers. A common language and
understanding of requirements and necessary adjustments is developed. The Exploded View
therefore provides the framework and structure for a business assessment.

1.3

The use of the Exploded View to unlock improvement potentials

In the application, the levels of the exploded view form a reference system to which problem areas
and possible improvement measures can be mapped as the result of a requirements analysis. This is
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often based on existing challenges. Depending on the perspective chosen, different layers are in the
foreground, but attention should always be paid to a holistic view.
The following list describes typical challenges in the CRM environment that can be made visible and
editable by using various tools in the Exploded View:

Business Challenge:

1. Lack of Customer Knowledge

Perspective/Layer:

Customer Perspective/Customer Layer

Indicators:

–

Contradictory customer understanding in the company. Current and
future core customer needs are not known.

–

Customer oriented measures and the allocation of resources in
market development is widely unstructured.

–

There is no target system nor are the results of market development
monitored according to their impact on customers. Customer status,
potential and risks of churn are unknown.

–

Investments and customer management measures are not controlled.
Processes are not aligned to the creation of the required services and
performances.

Proposed analytical
approach:

Analysis:
-

Analysis of the customer base and its development, taking into
account existing and potential customers.
Examination of the existing customer-oriented target systems, revision
of the segment-oriented target.
Analysis of the market situation and the services (B2B) provided to
satisfy customer demands
Potential analysis and introduction of scoring procedures to evaluate
the segments..

Requirement conversion:
-

-

Instruments & Tools:

-

Cleanup and enhancement of existing customer attributes through
consolidation and development of data along the entire customer
journey.
Introduction of behavioral, customer value, and potential-based
customer segmentation.
Development of a segment-specific scoring system to measure
performance impact.
Optimization/development of a customer strategy.
Identification of the customer role (e.g. buyer, decision maker, user) in
the customer contacts.
Development of typical personas to sharpen the customer
understanding and to support content development.
Implementation of training programs within the organization and at
partners.
Customer Segmentation
Customer Journey Mapping
Personas
Overview of the target- and und segment-specific parameters (KPIs)
(Transaction Data based) Potential Analyses
Customer Needs assessment (Tasks to be Done/Customer Tasks)
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Business Challenge:

2. Limited Customer Experience in the Customer Journey

Perspective/Layer:

Customer Perspective/Experience Layer

Indicators:

–

Negative development of turnover and sales overall or within certain
target groups.

–

Low channel usage, customer complaints, discontinuation of
purchasing processes, customer churn, low repurchase rate.

–

Low performance of channel-specific measures and unsatisfactory
performance relevance at the touchpoints (customer is disappointed).

–

Assignment of relevant channels to customer groups is not possible.

–

Missing content strategy leads to unsuitable content and wrong
tonality.

Proposed analytical
approach:

Analysis:
-

-

Establishment of a channel overview and determination of channel
relevance and usage.
Determination of the channel profile for each channel with clear
assignment of purpose, target group, responsibility, etc.
Creation of personas and recording of the segment typical Customer
Journey(s). Clarification of customer-specific usage (tasks) and
expectations. Including all channels and touchpoints regardless of
their influence.
Analysis of search results for online channels in the evaluation phase
of the customer journey.
Visualization of the customer journey, phases, pain points and
possible improvement measures..

Requirement conversion:
-

-

Instruments & Tools:

-

Development of an optimized Customer Journey by setting up,
replacing and supplementing the technical fundamentals and channel
content.
Implementation of channel-specific measures to activate channel
frequency and usage behavior.
Development of suitable measurement methods and development of
the necessary data sources.
Formulation and introduction of a content strategy.
Role based Personas
Customer Journeys
Channel Inventory (Channel Map)
Channel Rating (Channel Cards, Channel Survey)
Customer-Journey-Analysis (Channel Opera)
Tasks to be Done / Customer Tasks
Content-Strategy

Business Challenge:

3. Acceptance problems

Perspective/Layer:

Company Perspective/Organization Layer & Performance Layer

Indicators:

On the customer side:
–

Limited use of channels, touchpoints and service content

On the company side:
–

The implemented CRM functionality is only used to a limited extent,
know-how and important information are not passed on, but held back
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as "personal assets".

Proposed analytical
approach:

–

Processes are not clearly defined or overlap.

–

The "time to market" is too high compared to the competition.

–

Standards are missing, also in the processing of customer requests,

–

Data quality is poor, essential Customer Information is wrong or not
recorded,

–

customer goals are missing and not measured and the development is
not tracked, internal training measures are on a low level.

Analysis:
-

-

Evaluation of existing customer-oriented processes.
Analysis of internal target systems (structure, ability to influence
targets, incentive systems).
Description of the required assets (especially quality, status).
Analysis of competences and responsibilities in relation to customers.
Recording and evaluation of the "Employee Journey" in all relevant
areas of the company. The aim is to identify problems from the
perspective of employees in (CRM) system use, information
procurement, customer care and service provision.
Examination of internal information supply and data quality.

Requirement conversion:
-

Structuring of "target" processes
Redefinition of responsibilities and competencies in customer
relations and the associated processes.
Development of scenarios for the further development of the
organization with a focus on digital change and the necessary
qualifications
Organizational overview
Functions & Rolls
Employee journey
Process description
Process Map / Process Management System
Quality notifications
Information Model

Instruments & Tools:

-

Business Challenge:

4. Efficiency Problems / Time to Market

Perspective/Layer:

Employee Perspective/Organization Layer & Performance Layer

Indicators:

–

Complex processes for the provision of services, especially in
cooperation with partner companies and suppliers.

–

The reaction to customer inquiries and the provision of services takes
too long,

–

The responsibilities in the organization (related to customer groups,
channels, contents) are not defined. Unclear competencies lead to
lengthy clarifications between the departments, with the result that
different organizational areas/employees work on the same customer
without coordination.

–

The software used is not ergonomic and insufficiently adapted to the
requirements of the processes. Essential functions with automation
potential are executed manually.

–

Substantial data and function redundancy.
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Proposed analytical
approach:

Analysis:
-

Organizational analysis (and in particular the examination of
responsibilities and competences)
Analysis of the Information Structure
Analysis of the existing system support and the underlying system
architecture
Measurement of lead time for critical customer processes
Clarification of the level of training and employee qualification

Requirement conversion:
-

Instruments & Tools:

-

Redesign of customer-specific processes, automation and adaptation
of system support.
Optimization of information management and information supply in
customer processes.
Implementation of target and incentive systems
Services Overview
Employee journey
Performance profiles that provide information on tools, responsibilities
(RACI), input/output, KPIs etc.
Target processes including guide time specifications where necessary

Business Challenge:

5. Implementation of Customer management systems

Perspective/Layer:

Company Perspective/Performance Layer & Asset Layer

Indicators:

–

Fundamental reorientation of the system landscape in the context of
digitisation, introduction of new channels and functions,

–

Obsolete or missing functionality, poor performance, low scalability,
high licensing costs, limited adaptability and release capability,

–

Limited support of modern data and interface standards, necessary
centralisation of data management (consolidation of fragmented
databases and maintenance functions),

–

Obsolete DB standard, interface problems due to architectural
incompatibility, loss of know-how (employee competence).

Proposed analytical
approach:

Analysis:
-

Creation of a function and usage overview
Analysis of information management and information supply in
Customer processes
Differentiation of User Stories
Definition of requirements to support system evaluation and agile
implementation/development

Requirement conversion:

Instruments & Tools:

-

Basic decision on data hosting
Specification of data volume and sizing requirements
System and service architecture in which the systems are listed with
their role and interconnectivity.
System roadmap, derived from the system strategy.
data strategy

Business Challenge:

6. Recurring Data Quality Issues

Perspective/Layer:

Customer Perspective/Data Layer & Asset Layer

Indicators:

–

Complex maintenance processes.
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Proposed analytical
approach:

Instruments & Tools:

–

Missing and/or incorrect data. Data redundancy. Data fragmentation
due to different data statuses in distributed databases.

–

Insufficient data availability, time dependency in data provision or
incorrect granularity. (No Realtime).

–

Orphaned data elements without functional context. Data without
assigned data responsibility.

–

Functional requirements can no longer be covered with the existing
data.

–

Insufficient data protection.

–

Lack of data development and use by analytical methods and models
(e.g. mining, predictive models, AI).

Analysis:
-

Analysis of data sources, processing and storage
Creation of an interface overview
Data description of important data elements (Data Dictionary)
Information model that semantically maps and describes all data
entities of the company.
Data index as an overview of which data sources are available in
which state in the company.
Data models of business-critical entities

This list is indicative and not complete. Numerous challenges only become visible through a holistic
view of the company and can only then be discussed and concretized. But the assessment approach
provides the necessary overview and orientation for faster action.

1.4

From business analysis to continuous improvement

The corporate wide analysis using the “Exploded View” leads to indicators and approaches that span
different levels of the model. Traditional viewing and editing is horizontal per level. This approach is
now extended by a vertical view. A first consolidation connects the different levels and provides the
required overall view. Customers, organization and infrastructure of the enterprise are thus equally in
the focus of the review. At the same time, the foundations are laid for a future, repetitive review of
corporate performance across all levels.
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Abb. 2 Horizontal derivation of change requirements and vertical consolidation.
For project work, the use of the Exploded View results in a clear and straightforward workflow:
-

-

Requirement Analysis Top-Down

Requirements are defined in the company analysis from the highest level down to the bottom.
Example: From the customer understanding on the customer layer the requirements for the
channels on the experience layer and the following levels can be derived.
Based on the channel specific findings on the experience layer, dependencies and requirements
for the organization layer and below can then be determined, etc.

Requirement conversion Bottom-Up

Implementation starts at the lowest level and includes gradually the levels above. It is
recommended to start the implementation on the data layer with the implementation of the
information model - the data and especially the data structures are the basis for every project. The
implementation of the systems on the asset layer follows on that basis. Once the systems are
ready, the services can be established on the performance layer and the operational
implementation follows step-by-step through each further level upwards. In this way, the
implementation through all levels finally reaches the customer level to create the desired benefit.
The described approach avoids
typical problems that are too
often encountered in a classical
approach:
– Customer-specific functionality
is often enhanced under the
pressure of technological
innovation without the underlying
organization being adequately
aligned to the new processes and
functionality.
– The similar situation applies to
the data and information flows
that are required for a certain
functionality on the customer
side. Often the existing data in
the company are insufficient to
support a higher degree of
functional maturity.
Overall, the following analysis
and planning process results:

Abb.03 Iterative Process for Analysis and Planning.
The above process is exemplary. It describes the combination of indicators across different company
levels, the derivation of fields of action, the definition and evaluation of suitable measures and
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projects, the strategy alignment and the concrete implementation planning within the framework of a
roadmap. The process is divided into four phases:

a) Analysis
The starting point is the corporate analysis using the chosen perspective(s). The level-specific
indicators and requirements developed by the analysis are vertically merged, documented and
consolidated. Starting from the original number of indicators, the number of individual elements
decreases in this step, since identical requirements can be generated from different perspectives and
levels of the “Exploded View”. The result is an improved list of indicators and requirements that
describes the overall need for change.

b) Consolidation
In the second step, indicators and requirements with identical orientation and themes are grouped into
customer-oriented fields of action. It is helpful if concrete "business questions" have been assigned to
the indicators beforehand. The generated fields of action therefore always describe a concrete change
request with a direct or indirect effect on the customer.
Subsequently, all known recommendations for improvement are assigned to the respective field of
action. If no approach to a solution emerges, supplementary approaches must be introduced into the
process (solution enrichment).
If all entries are assigned, the solution approaches are classified into
- Improvements (improvements to existing services, channels, functions or processes) and
- Innovations (more fundamental development and change)
The phase ends with an estimation of the potential of all individual measures per type, in which both
the customer value ("Value for the Customer") and the development and implementation complexity
("Ease of Implementation") are determined..

c) Project definition
The evaluation criteria of the individual measures are used in a portfolio analysis. The result is a
categorization of the measures, which enables filtering of the measures and later prioritization of the
implementation.
All the measures selected in this step are then combined to form a project or implementation package.
In addition to the object of change, the basis for the consolidation is also the resource requirement and
the implementation period. IT projects and organizational projects are separated.
Subsequently, a project evaluation takes place. Various scenarios (ROI approach, implementation
effort) are calculated and a concrete business case is calculated on a case-by-case basis..

d) Implementation Planning
Project profitability (scenarios) and business cases are part of the approval process.
Approved projects are assigned to company specific strategic goals and initiatives via a "strategy fit".
From the strategy alignment, objectives and time targets (stage setting) can be derived. The
information provided enables the projects to be scheduled and a concrete implementation plan
(roadmap) to be developed. Based on the definition of objectives, a measurement of success for the
project and the initiative can then be established and pursued.
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In summary, it can be said that the “Exploded View” approach offers the opportunity to develop
improvements as the result of a comprehensive corporate analysis.
The different perspectives and levels ensure that all relevant influencing factors, whether on the
customer or organization side, are sufficiently taken into account and integrated into the change
process.
Complicated contexts can be made understandable through the simplified model approach, so that
finally a common language results within the organization and in the customers interaction.
The “new” understanding results in sustainable cooperation on all levels of the organization. The
customer focus is sharpened and the entire company develops successfully for owners, employees
and customers.
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